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Abstract
Special consideration should be given to differential column shortening during the design and construction of a tall building
to mitigate the adverse effects caused by such shortening. The effects of the outrigger – which is conventionally used to increase
the lateral stiffness of a tall building – on the differential shortening are investigated in this study. Three analysis models, a
constant-section, constant-stress, and general model, are prepared, and the differential shortenings of these models with and
without the outrigger are compared. The effects of connection time, sectional area, and location of the outrigger on the
differential shortening are studied. The sectional area of the outrigger shows a non-linear relation in reducing the maximum
differential shortening. The optimum locations of the single and dual outriggers are investigated by an exhaustive search
method, and it is confirmed that a global optimum location exists. This study shows that the outrigger can be utilized to reduce
the differential shortening between the interior core wall and the perimeter columns as well as to reduce the lateral
displacements due to wind or earthquake loads.
Keywords: Column shortening, Tall buildings, Outrigger, Creep and shrinkage, Optimum location

1. Introduction
Differential column shortening is one of the most important things to which special consideration should be
given in design and construction of tall buildings. The
difference in vertical shortening between adjacent columns that accumulates along the height of a tall building
can develop adverse effects on not only the structural
members but the nonstructural elements such as the curtain wall and partitions and mechanical pipe lines. Therefore, the differential column shortening should be predicted, and appropriate measures should be taken to mitigate
the adverse effect. Many factors including the loading
condition, column properties, and construction sequence
affect the differential column shortening. Particularly, the
long-term behavior of concrete like creep and shrinkage
adds complexity to the prediction of the column shortening of tall reinforced concrete buildings.
Over the last decades, a few studies have been carried
out to improve the accuracy and applicability of column
shortening analysis. A widely-used method for predicting
column shortening in a tall building is the method proposed by Fintel et al. (1987) and published by Portland
Cement Association. The PCA method calculates the
column shortening of each floor by using the coefficients
that represent the affecting factors such as relative humi†
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dity, loading age, elapsed time, and restraint by rebar.
These factors are expressed as mutually independent coefficients; thus, they are not hard to evaluate. Although
the PCA method is simple and easy to program, it has a
severe shortcoming: that is, it cannot consider any restraint caused by other members, such as beams and outriggers. The external restraint on the column shortening by
the connected members is often called the frame effect
and the PCA method cannot consider the frame effect.
The PCA method regards a column as an independent
column that is not connected with other columns and
beams. To solve this problem, Kim (2013) proposed a
long-term analysis method for RC frames that iterates a
simple linear elastic frame analysis and considers the
equivalent nodal load of creep and shrinkage, transformed
section, and effective elastic modulus.
By applying the developed analysis program, the effect
of the rigidly connected horizontal members such as
beams and outriggers on the differential column shortening were studied. However, the location and the stiffness
of the outriggers was assumed without any consideration
of optimization.
In this paper, the efficiency of the outriggers to reduce
the differential column shortening is investigated, and a
brute-force search method is applied to determine the
optimum location of the outriggers for three analysis
models. Of course, the author recognizes that the outriggers are usually designed to reduce the lateral drift caused
by the wind or the earthquake loads. If the outriggers are
designed to reduce the vertical displacement as well as
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the lateral displacement, the additional stresses caused by
the differential shortening should be evaluated and considered during the design phase of a tall building.

2. Prediction and Compensation of
Differential Shortening
2.1. Long-term analysis of reinforced concrete frames
The total strain at time t under a constant stress σ(t0)
applied at time t0 is the sum of the instantaneous strain
and time-dependent strain due to creep and shrinkage.
Creep is usually expressed as a creep coefficient φ(t, t0),
which is the ratio of the creep strain to instantaneous
strain. Thus, the total strain of unrestrained concrete
under constant stress is given by Eq. (1).
ε (t ) =

σ (t0 )
[1 + φ (t , t0 )] + ε sh (t )
Ec (t 0 )

(1)

where Ec(t0) is the elastic modulus of the concrete at
time t0, and εsh(t) is the shrinkage strain developed from
t0 to t. The creep coefficient and the shrinkage strain can
be determined by material tests or concrete models like
ACI model or CEB model (ACI 2008, CEB 1993). If the
concrete is partially restrained by reinforcement or other
structural members, the stress in the concrete changes
over time. The total strain of partially restrained concrete
is given by Eq. (2).
t 1 +φ (t, t ) ∂σ (τ )
σ ( t0 )
0
-[ 1 +φ (t, t0)] + ∫ ----------------------------------dτ + εsh(t) (2)
ε(t) = -----------Ec ( t0 )
∂τ
t0 Ec (τ )

It is worth to note that the second term in the right-hand
side represents the creep strain developed by the varying
stress in the concrete. Several analysis methods have been
developed to solve Eq. (2). A step-by-step method (SSM)
that uses numerical integration, an effective modulus method (EMM), an age-adjusted modulus method (AEMM),
and a rate of creep method (RCM) are well-known longterm analysis methods to solve the equation (Neville et
al., 1983; Bazant and Wittmann, 1982). Of these analysis
methods, the SSM gives the closest results to a theoretical
solution by summing up the results of short subdivided
intervals. This study uses the SSM because it is the most
accurate method for predicting the column shortening.
When the analysis time is divided into several intervals, and the stress is assumed to be constant in each
interval, the strain variation in the i-th interval can be
given by
(Δσ )i
(Δε)i = -------------------[ 1 +φ (ti, ti – 1/2)]
Ec(tt – 1/2)
(3)
i–1
(Δσ )j
⎛
⎞
+ ∑⎝--------------------[φ (ti, tj – 1/2) –φ (ti – 1, tj – 1/2)]⎠ + (Δεsh)i
j=1 Ec( tj – 1/2)
where ti-1/2 denotes the middle of the i-th interval (ti-1, ti)
in the logarithmic scale. The first term on the right-hand
side of Eq. (3) represents the instantaneous strain and creep

strain that occur as a result of the change in stress in the
middle of the i-th interval (Δσ)i, which is determined by
the external load applied at the i-th interval. The summation term of Eq. (3) expresses the change in strain at the
i-th interval, which is due to the change in stress in the
previous intervals. The third term indicates the stressindependent shrinkage strain at the i-th interval (Ghali
and Favre, 1994).
The change in the total strain (Δε)i on the left-hand
side of Eq. (3) denotes the change in the strain of the
unrestrained concrete. In the frame analysis program, the
change in the strain is converted to an equivalent nodal
load to obtain the change in the strain of the partially restrained concrete. The internal restraint due to the reinforcing bars is represented by the area and second moment
of the transformed section that is used in calculating the
stiffness matrix of the member (Kim, 2013).
The shortening of each story at the end of the i-th
interval {u}i, which is the sum of the change in the vertical displacement until the i-th interval, is given by
i

{u} = ∑ {Δu}
i

j

=1

j

(4)

where {Δu}i is the vertical displacement increment vector at the i-th interval.

2.2. Post-installation shortening
Shortening can be divided into pre-installation shortening and post-installation shortening (Fintel et al., 1987). In
cast-in-place RC building structures, the pre-installation
shortening that is the shortening develops until slab installation is not important because the forms are usually
leveled when the concrete is placed for each story slab.
Thus, the pre-installation shortening is automatically eliminated. However, the post-installation shortening develops after the concrete is placed and it can cause adverse
effects on structural members as well as non-structural
members such as curtain walls and partitions. In steel
structures where columns are fabricated to exact lengths,
the total shortening, which is the sum of the pre-installation and post-installation column shortening, is of consequence because the slabs are placed at a predetermined
position.
In this study, the displacement of each node is assumed
to be zero until the column with the node is built and
incremental displacement is calculated for each time
interval. Therefore, the axial displacement of each column
corresponds to the post-installation shortening. When the
total shortening is needed as in the case of a steel structure, the whole analysis model in which all the columns
are generated in the first interval should be used.
2.3 Compensation during construction
Attempts have been made to mitigate the adverse effect
of differential column shortening by applying compensation during construction. Raising the columns that are
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expected to show more shortening is the most commonly
used method to compensate for the differential column
shortening. However, compensation during construction,
such as by raising columns, is not a fundamental solution
to eliminate the adverse effects due to differential column
shortening. Compensation could make floors level at the
target time, but it cannot prevent the development of the
differential shortening itself. As shown in Fig. 1, a normal
column will develop shortening equal to Δδ. Consequently,
the floor will be tilted, and the tilted floor will damage the
internal partition. A compensated column that has been
raised by the amount of anticipated shortening will also
develop shortening equal to Δδ because it has the same
material and sectional properties, and the same loading
condition. The only difference is the level floor. The level
floor does not mean the elimination of the adverse effects
of differential shortening, such as partition damage and
additional internal forces developed in rigidly connected
horizontal members (Kim 2015). The fundamental solution to eliminate the adverse effects is to eliminate the
differential shortening itself. If the complete elimination
is impossible, the best solution is to reduce the differential shortening as much as possible.

3. Effect of Outrigger on Differential
Shortening
3.1. Outriggers in a Tall Building
Outriggers have become key elements in the efficient
and economic design of high-rise buildings. The outriggers serve to reduce the overturning moment in the core
that would otherwise act as a pure cantilever, and to transfer the reduced moment to columns outside the core by
way of a tension-compression couple, which takes advan-

Figure 1. Adverse effects of differential column shortening
without compensation and with compensation.
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tage of the increased moment arm between these columns
(CTBUH 1995). Coupling of the interior core and the
perimeter frame increases the overall resistance of the
structure to the overturning forces caused by the wind or
earthquake loads. Because the outriggers have been designed to reduce the lateral displacement caused by wind
or earthquake loads, permanent connection of the outriggers to the perimeter columns was delayed until completion of the structure to avoid the shear forces that would
be developed by differential shortening. Special construction method such as delayed joint and adjustment joint
with shim plates or oil jacks have been proposed or used
to minimize the differential shortening impact during
construction (Choi and Joseph, 2012, Chung and Sunu,
2015). Though main purpose of the outriggers is to limit
the lateral drift of a tall building within acceptable level,
the outriggers can also serve to reduce the differential shortening between the interior core and the perimeter columns
as shown in Fig. 2. In this paper, the effects of the outriggers on the differential column shortening between the
interior core and the perimeter columns are investigated
and optimum locations of the outriggers are searched.

3.2. Analysis Models
Three analysis models were selected to demonstrate the
effect of the outriggers on the differential shortening. As
shown in Fig. 2, 80-story reinforced concrete building
structures with interior core wall and perimeter columns
were analyzed. The floor beams were assumed to be
shear connected to the columns and walls as used in most
tall building structures. The columns and shear walls had
three different sectional profiles, as listed in Table 1. The
constant-section model had the same column and wall
sections for all the stories. The constant-stress model had
column and wall sections adjusted per the applied axial
force, so that the members developed equal axial stresses.
The general model had four different section groups for
the columns and walls. Although the constant-section
model and constant-stress model were not suitable for a
tall building, they represented extreme cases of the column

Figure 2. Analysis model with an outrigger.
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Table 1. Properties of elements and loads used in the 80-story analysis models
Analysis
model

Member

Column
General model
Shear wall

ConstantSection model

Column
Shear wall
Column

ConstantStress model
Shear wall

Floor level
1F-20F
21F-40F
41F-60F
61F-80F
1F-30F
31F-50F
51F-70F
71F-80F
1F-80F
1F-80F
1F
2F-79F
80F
1F
2F-79F
80F

Concrete
strength (MPa)
68
68
58
48
48
48
48
48
68
48
68
68
68
48
48
48

Section size
Steel ratio
ha
Dead load Live load
width×depth (m)
(%)
(m)
(kN)
(kN)
1.5×1.5
4.0
0.75
1260
80
1.5×1.2
3.0
0.69
1260
80
1.5×1.0
2.0
0.6
1260
80
1.0×1.0
2.0
0.5
1160
80
1.0×15.0
1.0
1.0
2720
160
0.8×15.0
1.0
0.8
2620
160
0.7×15.0
1.0
0.7
2620
160
0.6×15.0
1.0
0.6
2520
160
1.5×1.2
3.0
0.69
same as general model
0.8×15.0
1.0
0.8
1.755×1.755
2.0
0.877
varying
2.0
varying
0.196×0.196
2.0
0.098
same as general model
1.205×15.0
1.0
1.115
varying
1.0
varying
0.015×15.0
1.0
0.015

Note: ah denotes the notational size, which is defined in CEB model

and wall sectional profiles used in the tall building structures.
The CEB model (CEB 1993) was used to estimate the
long-term behavior of the concrete. The relative humidity
was 60%, and the cement type was normal. The construction cycle for each floor was 5-day. The dead loads listed
in Table 1 were applied the third day after placing each
member. The live loads were applied at the same time
700 days after the beginning of construction. The differential shortenings to be compared are the post-installation
differential shortenings at 1,000 days after the beginning
of construction. These shortenings include inelastic deformation due to creep and shrinkage as well as elastic deformation.

3.3. Reduction of Differential Shortening
The post-installation shortenings of the analysis models
with and without an outrigger are shown in Fig. 3. The
steel outriggers are two-story high and have a horizontal
compression member and an inclined tension member as
shown in Fig. 2. The cross-sectional areas of the horizontal outrigger member and the inclined member are A and
2A . A is assumed 0.1216 m2 and the elastic modulus of
the outrigger is 210GPa. The outrigger is assumed placed
at 40-th floor and is connected at 195 days, the same time
as the construction of the connected columns. The floor at
which the outrigger is placed is defined as the floor to
which the top of the inclined member is connected as
indicated in Fig. 2.
All three analysis models show greater shortenings in
columns than walls. The maximum differential shortenings
of the models without outriggers are 97.4, 94.0 and 86.5
mm for the general, constant-section and constant-stress

model, respectively. When the outrigger is placed at the
middle of the story, the shortenings of the column are
decreased and those of the core wall are increased. Consequently, the maximum differential shortenings are reduced
to 66.8, 40.2 and 56.5 mm, respectively. The differential
shortening curves shown in Fig. 3 indicate that the middle
of the story, 40-th floor, is not the optimum location of the
outrigger to reduce the maximum differential shortening
for the general and the constant-stress model. However,
the middle of the story seems to be very close to the
optimum location of the outrigger for the constant-section
model. The optimum locations of the outrigger are studied
in 3.6.
In this study, the reduction ratio Rd is defined to compare
the effects of the outriggers as the following equation.
maximun differential shortening with outrigger
maximun differential shortening without outrigger

Rd = ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (5)
The less reduction ratio means the greater reduction in
the differential shortening. The reduction ratio of the analysis models with outrigger at 40-th story are calculated
as 0.686, 0.428 and 0.653, respectively.

3.4. Effects of Connection Time
In the previous analysis, the connection time of the
outrigger is assumed to be 195 days when the columns
and the walls on the 40-th floor are constructed. Fig. 4
shows the reduction ratio of each analysis model as the
connection time is varied from 195 days to 405 days,
when the structure is completed. It can be noted that the
relation between the reduction ratio and the connection
time shows two separate regions: flat and steep region.
The reason for the separation is that the floor having the
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Figure 3. Shortenings without and with the outrigger placed at 40-th floor.

maximum differential shortening is changed as the connection time varies. For example, the maximum differential shortening in the general model develops at 54-th
floor when the outrigger is connected at 405 days, and it
moves to the 69-th floor as the connection time decreases
as shown in Fig. 5 in which the black dots indicate the

story having the maximum differential shortening. Flat
region in Fig. 4 means that early connection of the
outrigger to the perimeter columns is not that critical in
reducing the differential shortening, and the connection
can be delayed until the beginning of the steep region.
After the beginning of the steep region, the less the dif-
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Figure 4. Relation between reduction ratio and connection time of the outrigger.

Figure 5. Differential shortening of the general model with different connection time.

ferential shortening is reduced as the later the outrigger is
connected. When the outrigger is connected at 405 days,
the reduction ratios deteriorate from 0.686, 0.428 and
0.653 to 0.880, 0.849 and 0.868, respectively.

3.5. Effects of Sectional Area
The stiffness of the outrigger is changed through the
cross-sectional area of the outrigger truss. The sectional
area of the outrigger members A is increased in 50 steps

from zero to 0.1216 m2 that is used for the previous
analysis. The location of the outrigger, 40-th floor, is the
same as the previous analysis. Fig. 6 shows the relation
between the reduction ratio and the sectional area of the
outrigger. It is worth to note that the relation is non-linear
in which the efficiency of the outrigger with smaller
sectional area is better than that with larger area. It can be
expected that the dual or even triple outrigger system is
better than single outrigger system in terms of efficiency.

Effect of Outriggers on Differential Column Shortening in Tall Buildings
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Figure 6. Relation between reduction ratio and sectional area of the outrigger.

3.6. Effects of Location
As mentioned in 3.3 and shown in Fig. 3, the midheight is not the optimum location of the outrigger to
reduce the differential shortening. The location of the
outrigger is changed from the second floor to the 80-th
floor. The connection time is accordingly changed to the
time when the columns are constructed on the floor
having the outrigger. Fig. 7 shows the relation between
the reduction ratio and the location of the outrigger. It
shows that a definite optimum location of the outrigger to
reduce the differential shortening exists. The optimum
location is the 58, 43 and the 56-th floor for the general,
constant-section, and the constant-stress models, respectively. The optimum location is close to 2/3 of the height
for the general and the constant-stress model and close to
the mid-height for the constant-section model. It is interesting that the optimum location to reduce the maximum
differential shortening is close to the expected optimum
location to reduce the maximum lateral drift due to wind
loads.

3.7. Optimum Location of Dual Outriggers
It is expected that dual outriggers are more effective
than single outrigger in reducing the differential shortening as mentioned in 3.5. In this study, the optimum locations and the reduction ratio of the dual outriggers are
investigated. The sectional area of the dual outriggers is
half of the single outrigger so that the total volumes of the
single outrigger and the dual outriggers are equal. The
optimum locations of two outriggers in minimizing the
differential shortening are searched through brute-force
79
search or exhaustive search. C2 =3081 cases are analyzed
to find the optimum location of two outriggers for each
analysis model. The optimization problem with two variables can be illustrated by contour plot such as Fig. 8
which shows the reduction ratios of the whole analysis
cases. In this plot, it can be easily identified that the optimum locations of two outriggers are 45-th and 66-th floor.
The outrigger-1 and 2 are interchangeable so the contour
plot is symmetrical to the diagonal. Table 2 shows the
reduction ratios of the single outrigger and dual outriggers

Figure 7. Relation between reduction ratio and location of the outrigger.
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Figure 8. Contour plot showing optimum location of two outriggers.

Table 2. Optimum location of single and dual outriggers
Model
General
ConSec
ConStr

Single-outrigger at middle
Floor
Rd
40
0.686
40
0.428
40
0.653

Single-outrigger at optimum
Floor
Rd
58
0.426
43
0.389
56
0.467

placed at the optimum location. The reduction ratio of the
single outrigger placed at 40-th floor is also given for
comparison. The reduction ratio of the dual outriggers for
each model improves from 0.426 to 0.337, 0.389 to 0.330
and 0.467 to 0.376, respectively. These correspond 26.4%,

Dual-outrigger at optimum
Floor
Rd
45 and 66
0.337
34 and 51
0.330
45 and 66
0.376

17.9% and 24.2% improvement. Fig. 9 shows the differential shortening of the analysis cases with the single outrigger and the dual outriggers. The differential shortenings
of the case without the outrigger and the case with the
outrigger placed at the 40-th floor are also included in the
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relations between the connection time and the maximum
differential shortening. The sectional area of the outrigger
showed non-linear relationship which indicates multiple
outriggers outperform the single outrigger in terms of the
reduction ratio per unit sectional area of the outrigger.
The optimum locations of the single and dual outriggers
were investigated by exhaustive search method and it was
confirmed that a definite global optimum location exists.
The optimum design of the outrigger by the gradient
based optimization method is under development and the
result of this study will be used as a reference. The dual
purpose of the outrigger to control the lateral drift as well
as the vertical displacement can be possible by further
study on the superposed stress due to the lateral load and
the differential shortening.
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